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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Commence on Slide 2Morning SessionGood morning to those of you in Europe & Africa, good afternoon and evening to those of you joining us from Asia, and a very warm welcome to you all. Evening SessionGood morning to those of you on the West Coast, good afternoon to those of you joining us from the East Coast , good evening to anyone joining us from Europe or stations further East. Thank you for joining this, the twenty first of our regular series of seminars on pumping topics. We have come of age!!This one will last about 40 minutes allowing us the time for a Q&A session after the presentation 



RuhRPumpen Short Courses
Here is a listing of all the previous courses.

 No 1 – API610 12th v 11th editions

 No 2 - Curve Shape

 No 3 – The Importance of System Curves

 No 4 - Selecting the Right Pump for the Application

 No 5 - NPSH & Nss

 No 6 - Mechanical Seals & Systems

 No 7 - Firepumps

 No 8 - BB5 Barrel Pumps

 No 9 - Pump Instrumentation

 No 10 – Non-Destructive Examination

 No 11 - Vertical Pumps (Part 1) Type VS1, VS2, VS3
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 No 12 – Vertical Pumps (Part 2) Type VS4, VS5, VS6 & VS7

 No 13 – Performance Testing of Centrifugal Pumps; the What, the 
Why & the How

 No 14 – Testing & Inspection of API 610 Pumps

 No 15 – Start-Up, Commissioning & Troubleshooting Centrifugal 
Pumps

 No 16 – Introduction to Positive Displacement (Plunger) Pumps

 No 17 – Refresher Session

 No 18 – Overhung Process Pumps OH1 & OH2

 No 19 – Vertical Overhung Process Pumps OH3-OH6

 No 20 – New Developments in the VS6 Market

Any you have missed you can get from our website using this link  https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com/

Or from www.ruhrpumpen.com and follow the link to RP Short Courses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a listing of all the previous short-courses we have run during the last yearIf you have missed any of them you can get a copy of the materials from our websiteUse the following link https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.comOr go to www.ruhrpumpen.com & follow the link to RP Short Courses

https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/


RuhRPumpen Short Courses
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you go to www.ruhrpumpen.com you get to this screenAnd here is the link to the RP Short CoursesClick on that and it takes you……CLICK 

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/


RuhRPumpen Short Courses
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https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
….to this screenWhich you can also access directly with this link https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.comYou will see all the courses listed and you can click on any of them to see the course materialMost  of the 20 courses are up there. 18 of them I think.We don’t like to put them up too soon after the live presentations or people will not bother to attend and just download them. This spoils the value of a live Q&A session which is actually my favourite part of these sessions.

https://short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com/


Session 21 –
Single Case, Multistage, Radially Split Case Pumps 
API Type BB4

This short course will look at BB4 Pumps with a particular emphasis on the Power 
Industry (Boiler Feedwater Pumps). They are also commonly used in the Reverse 
Osmosis & Desalination Market (which will be the subject of a future session).

Aimed at Process and Mechanical Engineers, and Consultant Engineers who specify 
pumping equipment as well as Applications & Sales Engineers selecting and quoting 
them
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is what we will be covering today.BB4 pumps with a particular emphasis on the Power Market – Boiler Feed PumpsThey are also used extensively in the Desalination Market and I plan a future session on that Market.As usual we will be holding a Q&A session at the end. Please use the “Q&A” facility the bottom of your screen to ask any questions or make any comments. I will address those that I can live at the end of the session and the rest we will address by mail in the coming days. We are recording this session and will make it available to all attendees as a You-Tube link as well as by emailing you a PDF version of the slideshow and the Q&A Summary from both of today’s sessions. 
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Pump Type BB4
Single Case, Multistage, Radially Split 

Case Pumps 
(also called “Ring-Section”, “Segmental 

Ring”, and “Tie-rod” pumps)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BB4 PumpsDescribed by API610 as….Also popularly known as….

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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• 20 GP pumps 6x4x11 
supplied by RP India

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a photo from a recent order.You can clearly see why ring section, tie-bolt

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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INTRODUCTION TO COMBINED 
CYCLE POWER PLANTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I look at the design of these pumps in detail I want to talk first about the Industry in which they are so prevalent. The Power Industry, as Boiler Feed Pumps, particularly Combined Cycle Power Plants.When you understand the market they are going in, you will better understand the design features we have built into them and why.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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In a Combined Cycle Power Plant (CCPP) 
/  Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plant, 
a gas turbine generator generates electricity 

AND

the waste heat is used to make steam to 
generate additional electricity via a steam 

turbine; this last step enhances the 
efficiency of electricity generation.

10

INTRODUCTION TO COMBINED CYCLE 
POWER PLANT

In a Single Cycle Plant a Gas Turbine burns natural gas and drives a generator to produce 
electricity. The hot exhaust gases goes as waste. There is no application for a Boiler Feed 
Water Pump in such a plant.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In a Single Cycle Plant a Gas Turbine burns natural gas and drives a generator to produce electricity. The hot exhaust gases goes as waste. There is no Waste Heat Boiler so no Boiler Feed Water Pumps.In a Combined Cycle Power Plant (CCPP) /  Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plant, a gas turbine generator generates electricity AND the waste heat is used to make steam to generate additional electricity via a steam turbine; this last step enhances the efficiency of electricity generation.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANT

Combined cycle units are 
made up of one or more gas 
turbines with a waste heat 
steam generator arranged to 
supply steam to a steam 
turbine, thus forming a 
combined cycle block or unit.

Combined cycle power plants 
(CCPP) have Heat recover 
steam generator (HRSG) 
boilers and Auxiliary steam 
boilers. 

GP pump is designed for 
HRSG boiler feed and not for 
small Auxiliary steam boilers.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In a Combined Cycle Power Plant, the exhaust gases go into the Heat Recovery Steam Generators which are fed by Boiler Feedwater Pumps and the generated steam goes to HP & LP Steam Turbines which generate additional Power. The exhaust steam is condensed and goes round the circuit againNote the HP and LP Steam circuits fed by the same pump. We will cover that later.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANTS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here it is schematicallyAir and Natural Gas go inGas Turbine generates electricityExhaust Gases go to the Heat Recovery Steam GeneratorHP BFW goes inSteam comes out to the Steam TurbinesWhich generate more electricityThat is it in a nutshell

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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Combined cycle (gas) plants are seeing a resurgence and are popular because they have a 
number of benefits over large thermal (coal)/conventional power plants.

• Fuel efficiency - In conventional power plants turbines have a fuel conversion efficiency of 33% . The turbines in 
combined cycle power plant have a fuel conversion efficiency of 50% or more, which means they burn about half 
amount of fuel as a conventional plant to generate same amount of electricity.

• Low capital costs - The capital cost for building a combined cycle unit is two thirds the capital cost of a comparable coal 
plant.

• Commercial availability - Combined cycle units are easily manufactured, shipped and transported.

• Abundant fuel sources - The turbines used in combined cycle plants are fueled with natural gas, which is more versatile 
than a coal or oil 

• Reduced emission and fuel consumption - Combined cycle plants use less fuel per kWh and produce fewer emissions 
than conventional thermal power plants

BUT … The gas turbine can only use Natural gas or high grade oils like diesel fuel and because of this the combined cycle 

can be operated only in locations where these fuels are available and cost effective.

Adapted from http://electrical-engineering-portal.com/an-overview-of-combined-cycle-power-plant (see link to learn more) 13

INTRODUCTION TO COMBINED CYCLE 
POWER PLANT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CCPP’s are increasing in popularity-They are more efficient than coal fired plants-Modularised plants are available almost off the shelf and considerably cheaper than coal fired plants-Politically popular in times when the world is looking at reduced emissions.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://electrical-engineering-portal.com/an-overview-of-combined-cycle-power-plant
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COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQzg5hPeGi0

Play this link for an excellent video related to 
combined cycle power:
(You Tube video by energy supplier EDF which runs for about 3 minutes.)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am not going to play this now but here is a short video which runs for about 3 minutes and gives you a good overview of CCPPs

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQzg5hPeGi0
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BOILER FEED SERVICE

• A boiler feed water pump is a specific type of pump used to provide feed water to a power 
plant steam boiler at high pressures. 

• Commonly a BB4 pump is specified and suitable. End users such as Shell, Exxon, Linde will 
frequently specify a BB5 (Double Case or Barrel) type

• A boiler feed water pump is used to pump feed water into a steam boiler/Heat Recovery 
Steam Generator (HRSG). The water is received from the deaerator/storage tank. 

• Traditionally on Base Load plants, the feed water pumps run constantly with few starts and 
stops. Increasingly commonly nowadays, Gas Fired Power Stations are used as Peak 
Shavers alongside renewable energy plants and so  are seeing far more frequent stops and 
starts and thermal cycling. This is a more exacting requirement for the pumps to be 
designed to withstand

• Pumps are commonly supplied in C-6 materials due to strength and corrosion resistance 
(but S-6, A-8, D-1 & D-2 are available)

• Commonly single seals (sometimes with Plan 23 due to high temperatures)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what is a boiler feed pumpIt’s a high pressure, multi-stage pump that runs continuously to pump feedwater to the HRSGUsually a BB4 pump (as here) or a BB5 pump (a double case barrel pump) may be specified by some customers, particularly Oil & Gas Companies (Shell, Exxon, Linde) Traditionally on Base Load plants, the feed water pumps run constantly with few starts and stops. Increasingly commonly nowadays, Gas Fired Power Stations are used as Peak Shavers alongside renewable energy plants and so  are seeing far more frequent stops and starts and thermal cycling. This is a more exacting requirement for the pumps to be designed to withstandNormal MOC is C-6 (chrome steel).It is not a difficult or hazardous sealing proposition so normally a single mechanical seal with Plan 23 flush piping (continuous recirculation through a heat exchanger)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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KEY EVALUATION POINT FOR BFW

• What is a key evaluation factor for Boiler Feed Water Pumps?

• EFFICIENCY!!

• Because efficiency is a key criteria for a power plant … better efficiency = more electricity = 
more $$ for plant owner!

• Power Generation applications are one of the cases where efficiency can be more important 
than the capital cost of the equipment. Lifecycle Cost Analysis is critical! (Compare this with a 
refinery service where EPC is supplying pumps on a lump sum contract and so capital cost is 
the main driver) 

There are two different concepts to consider when looking at Efficiency

• High Initial Efficiency

• High Sustainable Efficiency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the key evaluation factor for BFW Pumps?Click EfficiencyBetter efficiency = more electricity = higher profitEfficiency and Lifecycle Cost will frequently be more important than the Capital Cost of the equipment.So efficiency is most criticalBut I want you to think about two different concepts of EfficiencyClickHigh INITIAL EfficiencyHigh SUSTAINABLE Efficiency

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/


APPROACHES TO BFW PUMP ROTOR DESIGN
High specific speed rotor

More slender shaft (smaller diameter and large number of impellers)

Low specific speed rotor
Stiffer shaft (larger diameter and fewer impellers)

COLD EFFICIENCY 81.7% COLD EFFICIENCY 78.7%

Higher initial efficiency Highest sustainable efficiency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let me illustrate this by an exampleI am going to show you two different pump selectionsThe first one has a higher specific speed, higher number of stages (13) and a longer skinnier shaftEfficiency is 81.7%ClickThe second has a lower specific speed, fewer stages (8), shorter more rigid shaft, and apparently a lower efficiency of 78.7%Which one do you buy?If you are an EPC with a LSTK contract it is a no-brainer. Option 1If you are an end user or a consultant looking for the best long term solution you would be wise to say “Hold on a minute, let’s look at this a bit more”



Longer/lower diameter shaft = Slender shaft
Less ‘self supporting’

• More shaft deviation (sag) at rest

• More dependent on Lomakin effect acting at close clearances 
to achieve critical speed margins and acceptable rotor 
deflections during running. 

• When the shaft deviation at rest is greater than the running 
clearances, this results in contact between stationary and 
rotating wear parts at startup -> wear -> running clearances 
become quickly enlarged   -> Increased recirculation -> 
efficiency is soon reduced compared with initial tested 
efficiency. Plus Lomakin forces reduce as the clearances wear.

High specific speed (Ns) rotor Low specific speed (Ns) rotor

Shorter/higher diameter shaft = Stiffer shaft
More ‘self supporting’

• Less shaft deviation at rest

• Less dependence on Lomakin effect acting running clearances

• Non-contacting rotor maintains as-built clearances over a long 
period of operation time, hence sustaining initial efficiency for 
longer and extending MTBM.

APPROACHES TO BFW PUMP ROTOR DESIGN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at it a little deeperHere on the left is the high specific speed rotorLonger shaft span between bearings, skinnier shaft, more shaft deflection or sag when at restMore likely for wearing faces to touch during start up or run-downReliant on the Lomakin Effect to effectively reduce the effect of the shaft sag. (Lomakin effect? I’ll come to that in a minute)ClickHere on the right is the Low Specific Speed RotorShorter bearing span, bigger diameter, stiffer shaft, less sag, less dependent on the Lomakin Effect.It is a Non-Contacting Rotor (a term you will see in specifications) So what the hell is the Lomakin Effect?It is another of those terms (like Bernoulli) that has pump people looking wise and nodding sagely.Meanwhile others with less theoretical knowledge say “Whaaat????”



APPROACHES TO BFW PUMP ROTOR DESIGN

In any wear ring or bushing with pressure differential, there will be axial flow passing through the 
clearance.
If the rotating part moves away from the center of the stationary part, there will be different 
clearances on each side. 
The side with the greater clearance will pass more flow than the side with the tighter clearances.
More flow passing through the clearance will result in locally higher velocity and hence the effective 
local pressure will be lower.
This affect tends to be stabilizing. The force of lower pressure on the side with larger clearance and 
higher pressure on the side with tighter clearance makes the rotating part want to move back 
toward the center.
In effect, the wear ring or bushing becomes a stable bearing. This reduces the chance of a rub, even 
with a flexible rotor.
BUT NOT AT START-UP AND RUN-DOWN! This is when wear rings and bushings might touch.

19

Lomakin Effect (very simplified!)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well here it is in a very simplified form. If you are a Rotating Equipment Engineer then you ought to read up on this (and Bernoulli while you are at it)But this will do for most of us generalists.Read slide



Stiff shaft, non-contacting design

APPROACHES TO BFW PUMP ROTOR DESIGN

“For the highly demanding Boiler Feedwater 
Pump service, Ruhrpumpen is focused to 
provide a stiff shaft, non-contacting pump with 
long MTBM and which maintains its efficiency 
over a long period of time and has a longer 
mean time between maintenance = lower 
maintenance cost in the long term”.

Based on our API 610 BB5 rotor design , 
Ruhrpumpen ‘GP’ pump is a heavy duty, 
robust pump that withstand the rigorous 
demands of the combined cycle power plant.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the importance of the stiff shaft non contacting designThere is a lot to take in here so we’ll take it steady.Here we have a plot of Pump Efficiency against Pump Running Hours.In dark blue we have option 1 with the long slender shaft with longer bearing span, higher mass of components (impellers), and larger shaft deflectionsIn pale blue we have option 2 with the with shorter shaft length (bearing span), reduced mass of components (impeller(s)) and larger basic shaft diameter.With option 1 we see the efficiency starts higher but falls off quickly as wear occurs.With Option 2, the stiff shaft pump, wear is far slower and the so the efficiency rapidly catches up and overtakes the Option 1 pumpThe  MTBO is over 2-1/2 times longer in this example.Hence High SUSTAINABLE Efficiency



DUNCAN AND HOOD DIAGRAM
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“ K “ Factor

Parameters considered :

L = Shaft length (mm)
W = Load (N)
D = Diameter (mm)

K = L3/2 x W1/2
__________

D2

Recommended design line 
for dry running pumps

Recommended 
design line for wet 
running pumps

Slender shafts - difficulty in 
achieving initial build & 
subject to premature wear

Looking at the equation for ‘K’ factor it can be seen 
that lower ‘K’ factors are achieved with shorter shaft 
length (bearing span), reduced mass of components 
(impeller(s)) and larger basic shaft diameter.

Low ‘K’ factors represents high stiffness of the rotor 
which equates to high critical speed margins and low 
deflections.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Duncan & Hood Diagram – it is an industry standard not just a RP thingThe K Factor is what you need to be looking atThe lower the K factor the stiffer the rotor and lower the deflectionsThe blue line is the minimum design line for wet running pumps (where the Lomakin Effect is taken into account)The red line is for dry running pumps (with no benefit from the Lomakin Effect.The purple dot is the Option 1 Pump - Only just in the acceptable rangeThe green dot is the Option 2 pump – comfortably in the safe area where you want to beAgain - The lower the K factor the stiffer the rotor and lower the shaft deflectionsA Non-Contacting Rotor
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API 610

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving on to the pump design and features.Firstly, what does API610 say?The BB4 is not fully compliant API610.This is generally fine as we are pumping hot water not hazardous, hot hydrocarbons.Most specifiers do not require API610 compliance for BFW pumpsSo we start with a build that is fit for purpose and still gives you a high quality pump without unnecessary and costly features

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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API vs NON-API Design

Typical for Boiler Feedwater Applications 
RP Standard Design What would be required for API 610

Threaded Casing Connections Integrally Flanged Casing connections

Balance disk or drum is available with appropriate bearing selections (see slides 
regarding bearing selection)

Balance Drum only with appropriate bearing selections (see slides regarding bearing 
selection)

RP standard clearances API Clearances

Options for:
• Stacked rotor design with staggered keyways
• Stepped rotor design with light interference fit

Stepped rotor design of stiffness class „large shaft wet running“. Individually secured 
impellers by split ring

Options for:
• Straight bore shaft end allows standard coupling hub
• Straight bore keyed, tapered 1:16 keyed and tapered 1:24 hydraulic fit shaft 

end are available.

Tapered 1:16 keyed or 1:24 keyless hydraulic fit shaft end

Mechanical Seals do not have to be according to API 682 Mechanical Seals according to API 682

Seal piping comprised of tubing Seal piping per API 610

Non API Baseplate API Baseplate

Testing tolerance – as specified by customer or RP Testing tolerance/requirements per API 610

Lube Oil System can be standard industrial design Lube Oil System shall follow appropriate API standards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here on the left is standard buildWe will look at all of these in the coming slides. We recognize that the Power Plant might be going on a refinery and so API610 and Oil Company Specs might well be imposed.And many of you specifiers are so used to specifying API610 that you may do so on autopilotSo here on the right are the things we may need to incorporate to meet API610 as closely as possible (bearing in mind that by definition full compliance is not possible).Again, we will look at these in detail in the coming slides.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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INTRODUCTION

Ruhrpumpen BB4 Pump – “GP”
The GP pump is a diffuser type, horizontal, 
multi-stage, between bearings, ring section 
pump-type BB4. It is engineered to be the 
most reliable and exceptional pumping 
solution for the most demanding high-pressure 
and high temperature applications across 
many industries.

Its compact design, together 
with high efficiency 
hydraulics, provides superior 
performance and 
exceptional reliability 
combined with
easy maintenance and 
minimal operating costs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the RP model GP pump for BFW serviceBased on our market leading BB5 pump hydraulicsRing section, Tie-bolt design, centreline mount.Here shown with an interstage take-off (low pressure take-off).

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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HYDRAULIC DESIGN

Designed for speeds up to 2 poles - 50 Hz/60 HZ design

Wide range of hydraulics (A and B impellers for same casing are 
available to cater to different flow/head requirements with optimum 
efficiency)

Optimum NPSH performance with special, low NPSH first stage 
available

Specially designed stages to accommodate interstage take-off flow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hydraulic designDesigned for 2 pole 50/60Hz (not a high speed pump)High and Low flow impellers available for each pump size – good for retrofits and rerates for duty changes in the futureLow NPSH first stage availableDesigns for Interstage Take-offs

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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HYDRAULIC DESIGN

flow optimization in the transition 
to the suction chamber (vortex 
reduction)

flow alignment in the suction 
chamber
(reduction of turbulence losses)

Flow simulation and optimization of the suction chamber with CFX *

Verification of impeller and return stage design with CFX * Minimizing flow separations

adaptation of inlet angle

continously rising pressure

* computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software program by Ansys

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The hydraulics have been and continue to be optimized by CFD to maximise efficiency. This is an ongoing continuous improvement

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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GP RANGE CHART

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the range chart 50HzFlows to 1200m3/hrHeads to 2000m (200 Bar)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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GP RANGE CHART

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And at 60HzFlows to 1500m3/hr 6600usgpmHeads to 3000m (10,000ft) (300 Bar)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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MECHANICAL DESIGN

Design with typical features for Industrial Services

Design with typical features for Power Market Applications

Design with typical features for API 610 Applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Three mechanical design standards.Each can be upgraded to the next levelYou can pick and choose features that you want without necessarily going the full API route.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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GP PUMP

Centerline mounted casing assures 
thermal stability and absorbs high 
forces and moments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is what it looks like in sectionYou can see :-The in-line stacked impellers-The diffusers or ring section construction-The tie-bolts holding them together-Balance line between seal chambers-The thrust balancing device (balance disc shown here, balance drum is an option)-Centreline mount-Flange ratings 600#, 900#, 1500#, 2500# so that is around 350Bar, 5000psi in C6Suction side around 50 Bar in C6

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Suction chamber with inlet
channel ensures optimum 
flow distribution

Casings are sealed with elastomeric o-rings
suitable for rapid temperature variations. 
Elastomers are confined in grooves and 
therefore not subject to shear forces and so 
are less likely to be damaged during assembly 
and disassembly

CASING

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Confined O-rings sealing each stageVarious material according to service NBR (acrylonitrile butadiene rubber)EPM (Ethylene Propylene Rubber)EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer rubber)FKM (fluorocarbon rubber)FEPM (Tetrafluoroethylene propylene)FFKM (Perfluoro Rubber) Optimised inlet channel to ensure good flow into the impellerYou saw this in the earlier slide (26) on suction chamber CFD design.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

IMPELLERS AND ROTOR

• Closed, single suction impeller design

• Investment casting offers best efficiency and repeatability of 
hydraulic data

• Keyed to shaft

• Impellers and complete rotor balance to G 2.5 of ISO 1940 
(~8w/n) (G 1.0 ~4w/n is optional)

• First stage impeller design for low NPSH is available

• Inline rotor arrangement 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Investment casting impellers optimizes efficiency and repeatabilityBalanced to ISO 1940 G2.5 (impeller and rotor)High and low flow hydraulic versions of each pump size are available.This is important for retrofits and rerates and for interstage take-offs (we’ll come to that later)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

IMPELLER MOUNTING AND SHAFT

TYPICAL FEATURE FOR POWER MARKET DESIGN

Stacked rotor design with
staggered keyways

TYPICAL FEATURE FOR API 610 PUMP DESIGN

Stepped rotor design with light
Interference/transition fit allows easy

assembly and disassembly.
Individually secured impellers by split ring

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two designsOne with a straight shaft and sleeves securing each impeller. Used on smaller, lower pressure pumps. The second version, the API version,  with stepped shaft, and impellers individually secured by split rings. Used on larger, higher pressure pumps.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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OPTIONAL FEATURES

34

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Stationary 
casing wear 

rings and 
interstage
bushings 

are 
standard

WEARING PARTS

• Non-metallic casing wear rings with 
reduced clearances for enhanced 
efficiency

• Replaceable impeller wear rings

• Optional non-metallic casing wear 
rings + replaceable wear rings with 
reduced clearances for enhanced 
efficiency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wear ringsBase design case wear rings only, no impeller wear rings. Closer clearances than API for optimum efficiencyImpeller wear rings can be fitted later as wear occurs. With PEEK case wear rings the clearances can be closer still and the efficiency improved (shown in black) Or you can have replaceable wear rings case and impeller from the outset (API option) (blue case ring, gold impeller ring) Or a combination of the two PEEK case wear rings (for close clearances), and metallic impeller wear rings (black case ring, gold impeller ring)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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BEARING HOUSING

• Rigid, 360° bearing support ensures low vibration
• Clamped bearing cover without screws provides better access to the seals
• Bearing housing with vertical fins provides optimal cooling
• Radial bearing - single row cylinder roller anti-friction with splash oil 

lubrication and constant level oiler is standard
• “Inpro” bearing isolator

• Oil Mist lubrication

• Water cooled bearing housing 

• Radial sleeve bearings for higher loads

• Thrust bearing where required

• Double acting tilting pad thrust bearing with radial 
sleeve, axial split hydrodynamic bearing with forced 
feed lubrication in high power applications. 

Shaft driven main oil pump for forced 
feed lubrication (API 610 is standard 

with API 614 optional available)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bearing housingGo through slide If you choose or need the option of tilting pad (hydrodynamic) bearings you will need a force feed lube system.In which case we have this shaft driven main oil pump .

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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HYDRAULIC BALANCING

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So that brings us neatly to Hydraulic Balancing (Thrust balancing)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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• In any centrifugal pump, the rotor tends to produces some amount of thrust because of 
different pressures and different geometries on the two sides of the impeller. This thrust is 
handled by the pump thrust bearing.

• In a high pressure multi-stage pump (such as BFW) the number of impellers is high, thus the net 
thrust would be large (putting high load on thrust bearings) unless something is done to reduce 
it. 

• Main ways to reduce the net thrust are to oppose the impellers (for example AB pump) or to 
use a balance disk/drum (for example in GP pump)

• The balance device (disk or drum) is located after the last stage so it has full discharge pressure 
on one side. On the other side the balance line is routed back to the suction.  

• The main between a balance disk and a balance drum is whether the pressure drop is across a 
radial clearance (drum) or an axial face (disk). 

PURPOSE OF BALANCING DEVICES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With a BB4 pump you have stacked impellers all facing the same way so the thrust builds up and is more than a conventional ball bearing can take.There are several ways of handling this thrust. You can have opposed impellers (5 facing one way, five the other) thus equalizing the thrust. This is done on BB3 & BB5 pumps. On BB4 pumps we use either a Balance Disk or a Balance Drum

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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THRUST COMPENSATION

• Uses a close axial clearance to compensate 100% of the axial 
thrust across the complete pump operating range therefore 
removing the need for a thrust bearing

• Self adjusting because the clearance increases and decreases 
with the axial position of the impellers and shaft based on the 
actual thrust produced

• Suitable for applications with non-abrasive pumping fluid and 
constant pressure

BALANCE DISK

• Highest efficiency balancing 
method because this has the 
lowest leakage rate

• Accurate axial rotor setting during 
assembly is important because 
there is a risk of contacting of 
pump and disk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the Balance diskYou have full discharge pressure acting on one sideSuction pressure acting on the other side (because of the balance line back to suction)The pressure – the thrust- is broken down by close AXIAL clearance  between the two facesIt balances out 100% of the thrust so no thrust bearing is required…just a radial bearing

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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THRUST COMPENSATION

• Available for GP pump

• Clearance is in range 50-100 µm

• Suitable for use in:
• Non-API applications

• Non-abrasive process fluids

• Applications without frequent pressure 
changes

• Applications without frequent transient 
conditions such as pressure drops

• Applications with head > 160m

BALANCE DISK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A little clearer in this slideSuction PressureDischarge pressurePressure breakdownThe close clearances mean it is only suitable for clean fluids (so ideal for BFW)API 610 is written with process fluids in mind which frequently contain solids and this design is unsuitable for that. So API610 does not allow balance discs

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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SECTIONAL DRAWING OF GP PUMP 
SHOWING BALANCE LINE AND 

BALANCE DISK 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the thrust balance diskHere you see the balance line which means you have suction pressure here and also here

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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THRUST COMPENSATION

LIFT OFF DEVICE

• Optional feature to work alongside 
balance disk

• The lift-off device ensures that the 
balancing disk is open during the rest, 
start-up and run-down of the pump by 
means of preloaded springs and an 
angular contact ball bearing. 

• It is required in applications with 
frequently start and stop and/or operating 
speed below 1000 rpm

• Frequent start-stop is often seen in Boiler Feed 
Applications, so this feature is often required in 
pumps for such Power Plants

FEATURE FOR POWER APPLICATIONS WITH FREQUENT START/STOP OR LOW SPEED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With the close clearances there is a risk of the faces touching and wearing prematurely especially during start up and shutdownSo there is the option of a Lift off Device comprising a preloaded spring and an angular contact bearing to ensure the thrust disk faces are held open during start up and rundown

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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THRUST COMPENSATION

BALANCING DRUM

• Unlike the balancing disk the balancing drum has a constant 
radial clearance set by the pump design

• Balances large proportion (85-90%) of generated axial 
forces at the rated operating point

• Residual forces are handled by a thrust bearing which 
retains the rotor axial position

• Constant clearance allows the use of a balancing drum in all 
applications and it provides high reliability in applications 
with transients such as start up and run down, temperature 
changes, frequent starts and stops

• Used for API 610 pumps because the standard precludes thrust balancing by use of axial clearances 
(API 610 11th edition 6.7.1) so balance disk cannot be used

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the alternative thrust balancing mechanism the balancing drum. Required for API610 pumpsThust is broken down in the radial direction. It has greater clearances and so only breaks down 85-90% of the thrust. So you need a thrust bearing as well.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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THRUST COMPENSATION

BALANCING DRUM

• Available for GP pump

• Slightly reduced efficiency 
compared with balance disk due 
to marginally higher leakage rates 

• Easy and safe axial rotor setting 
due to radial clearance 
(compared with more critical 
rotor setting for balance disk 
method with axial clearance)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suction PressureDischarge pressurePressure breakdown across this clearanceNot as efficient as the disk but better for solids handling

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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BEARING SELECTION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have several bearing combinations according to needs and preferences

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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AVAILABLE BEARING SELECTIONS WITH 
BALANCE DISK

Antifriction
• DE/NDE: Single row, cylindrical roller bearing (no 

thrust bearing required)
• Lubrication: Ring oil lubrication with Constant Level 

Oiler and Sight Glass [Option for Oil Mist]

Hydrodynamic
• DE/NDE: Radial Sleeve bearing (no thrust bearing 

required)
• Lubrication: Ring oil lubrication with Constant Level 

Oiler and Sight Glass
• Cooling: Water cooling coil

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the simplest and least expensiveUsed with the Balance disk, no residual axial thrust to balance, only radial loads (the weight of the rotor)A simple ring oil lubricated roller bearing If you prefer on larger sizes particularly , a hydrodynamic bearing - sleeve bearing.Ring oil lubricated

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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AVAILABLE BEARING SELECTIONS WITH 
BALANCE DRUM

Antifriction
• DE: Single row, deep groove ball bearing
• NDE: Paired back to back, single row, angular 

contact ball bearings
• Lubrication: Ring oil lubrication with Constant 

Level Oiler and Sight Glass [Option for Oil Mist]

Hydrodynamic
• DE: Radial Sleeve Bearing
• NDE: Radial Sleeve and double acting tilting pad thrust 

bearing
• Lubrication: Forced Feed Lubrication 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With the Balance drum you have residual thrust to accommodate. It only balances 85-90% of the thrustSo you need an angular contact thrust bearing, ring oil lubricated to take that residual thrustOn larger pumps with higher residual thrusts or when specified you can have a hydrodynamic – tilting pad – bearing.This will require a force feed lube oil system.Maybe API610 or maybe API614

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURE FOR HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS, APPLICATIONS REQUIRING COLD START AND LARGER PUMP SIZE

TIE RODS AND BOLTING

Pump casings held together by tie 
rods and hexagonal bolts with 

washers 

• Ruhrpumpen uses multiple screw mechanical tensioners on the discharge side 
of the pump (for example „Superbolts“)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The nuts on the tie-bolts need to be tightened to the correct torque. On smaller pumps a torque wrench will be suitableOn larger pumps tightening the tie-rod nuts can be an issue. You may need a hydraulic nut tensioner.But there is an alternative“Multi-Jackbolt Tensioning” – 

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

MULTIPLE SCREW MECHANICAL TENSIONERS –SUPERBOLTS*
Benefits

• Pure tensile load on tie rods – absence of axial 
stresses allows higher capability of the rods

• Ensures uniform tightening on all tie rods

• Tie rod elongation can be measured as the gap 
between the nut body and the washer, giving 
additional verification of the tightening torque 
used

• Allows bolt tightening by use of simple hand 
tools (no need for heavy hydraulic tool) 
meaning that re-assembly is faster and more 
simple in the field and no special tools needed 

* Trade Mark - Nordlock Group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the coolest thing I ever saw!Multi-Jackbolt Tensioning – widely called “Superbolts” though that is actually the Trade name of NordlockOther manufacturers of MJT existIt allows you to tighten the bolting using conventional handtools instead of requiring a hydraulic bolt tensioning tool.You tighten the nut by tightening each of the jackbolts in turn using conventional hand tools.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

https://www.nord-
lock.com/superbolt/prod
ucts/superbolt-tool/

* Trade Mark - Nordlock Group

MULTIPLE SCREW MECHANICAL TENSIONERS – SUPERBOLTS * 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can buy a Superbolt tool to make it even easier.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

INTERSTAGE TAKE-OFF
TYPICAL FEATURE FOR POWER PLANT 
APPLICATIONS WHERE IS IT REQUIRED 
TO SUPPLY LOW AND MEDIUM 
PRESSURE DRUMS

• 1 or 2 interstage take-off nozzles can 
be provided to supply flow of process 
fluid at less than full discharge 
pressure

• Nozzle is welded to appropriate stage 
casing that provides the needed 
pressure

• Special stage casings/impellers 
designed to handle additional flow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interstage take-offYou may recall back at the beginning of the presentation I showed you this Process schematicClick

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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COMBINED CYCLE POWER PLANT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It shows the BFW pump feeding both the HP steam drum and the LP steam drum

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

INTERSTAGE TAKE-OFFThe purpose of the interstage (ITO) take-off connection is to 
supply water to the HRSG at a lower pressure.  

As the turbine exhaust gases travel through the HRSG heating 
the water in to steam the temperatures decline.  At lower 
temperatures, lower pressure and flows are required within 
the tubes.  Therefore an Intermediate Pressure (IP) takeoff 
increases the system efficiency by supplying the water at a 
lower pressure rather than reducing the discharge pressure of 
the pump.

1 or 2 interstage take-off nozzles can be provided to supply 
flow of process fluid at less than full discharge pressure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is how this is achieved.An Intermediate Pressure takeoff at the appropriate stage of the pumpI means the impellers of the first few stages are designed for the Full Flow, and after the Take-Off the impellers are designed for the reduced flow.One reason why we have several impeller hydraulic designs for each pump size.

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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WHO MAKES THEM?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You know that RP makes them, I told you that already! Who else are the big players in this field?

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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Who Makes Them?

Sulzer KSB

SPX Clyde UnionFlowserve

Ebara

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this market the Heavy Duty High Pressure Pumps, these are the main playersRP, Sulzer, Flowserve, KSB, SPX, Torishima and Ebara

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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RUHRPUMPEN HAS A FULL RANGE OF 
COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS FOR 

POWER PLANT APPLICATIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, be aware there are many pumps other than BFW pumps on a power station

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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RUHRPUMPEN PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

Ruhrpumpen has a full range of pumps to meet all the stringent requirements of a high 
efficiency Combined Cycle Power Plant 

• Condensate Pumps and Cooling Water Circulation 
• Services satisfied by Ruhrpumpen’s vast hydraulic range of vertical pumps 

(in VS6 and VS1 configuration) available up to 108” bowl 
• Best-in-business Efficiencies

• Boiler Feedwater Pumps
• BB4 – Ring Section Pumps – Ruhrpumpen Model GP
• BB3 Type Volute Pumps

• Utility Pumps
• BB1/2 - Split Case Pumps – Ruhrpumpen Model HS, ZW
• Horizontal ANSI and large end suction
• VS4 – Sump pumps – Ruhrpumpen Model VSP

• Fire Pumps
• Bare pumps and Package systems including houses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RP can help you with all of these

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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Double Suction
Vertical Pumps

Circulating Water
Pumps

Single Suction Vertical 
Pumps
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BOILER FEEDWATER PUMPS

Vertical Condensate Pumps Type (VS6) Horizontal Volute Type (BB3)

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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GENERAL SERVICE PUMPS

Vertical Sump Pumps End Suction Horizontal 
Pumps

Between Bearing
Horizontal Pumps

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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FIRE PUMPS

Fire Pumps
Fire Pump Packaged Systems

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
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PUMP PACKAGING

Characteristics
• Single source responsibility
• Certificate of Product Liability Insurance
• Prefabricated and factory tested - NIST 

Traceable Test Facility
• ASME Section IX Certified Pipe Welders
• AWS D1.1 Certified Structural Welders
• Control Panels and Drives
• Engineered to Order designs
• Design and fabrication by RP companies

Applications
• Closed Cooling water skid
• Fuel oil & Fuel Forwarding skids
• Wash down systems
• Potable water skids
• Service and Demin. water skids
• General Service pump skids

http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/
http://www.ruhrpumpen.com/


Coming Attractions 

“Decoking Process Overview & Hydraulic Decoking Equipment”
Thur 30th March – 08.00 (UK GMT+1) (Eastern Hemisphere) & 17.00 (UK GMT+1) (Western Hemisphere)

Aimed at Process and Mechanical Engineers, Consultant Engineers and possibly even Instrumentation Engineers who 
specify pumping equipment as well as Applications & Sales Engineers selecting and quoting them. 

This short course will look at the Decoking Process in Refineries as an overview and will look in detail at the Decoking 
Systems that Ruhrpumpen has developed and is now the market leader in their design and supply.

Future sessions :

– Pumps for the Desalination Market (Thursday 27th April)

– Magnetic Drive Pumps for the Chemical Process and API Industries (Thursday 25th May)

- Cryogenic Pumps (Thursday 22nd June (to be confirmed)

70

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well that pretty much concludes the fun for todayI just get to advertise the next of the Short Courses Decoking – a technically very interesting specialist field. You will love this oneThursday 30th March (4 weeks time) After that-Desalination Market- Magnetic Drive Pumps for the Chemical Process and API Markets-Cryogenic Pumps 



www.ruhrpumpen.com                                                                   info@ruhrpumpen.com

Specialist for Pumping Technology

info@short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com

Q & A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am leaving this meeting open for a little while to allow you to post in the Q&A box and I will endeavour to answer those that only need a short answer here and now. Those that need a fuller answer will be answered within a few days.Anything you think of later – email to info@short-courses.ruhrpumpen.comOur marketing team are standing by to direct your questions or suggestions to the best person to answer them and they will be sending you the You Tube recording and PDF of the Presentation & the Summarised Q&A from both of today’s sessions.If you need a Certificate of Completion for this Short Course – again info@short-courses.ruhrpumpen.com  Here - right at the end- are 8 slides about Ruhrpumpen that remind you of who we are and what we doThey will be in the pdf copy of the presentation you get so you can peruse them at your leisure Now – on with the Q&A



RUHRPUMPEN AT A GLANCE

VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION

+70 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

SALES 
OFFICES IN 

+35 COUNTRIES

+2,000
EMPLOYEES

MANUFACTURING

FACILITIES
IN 10 COUNTRIES

15 SERVICE 
CENTERS

+70,000 PUMPING SOLUTIONS INSTALLED WORLDWIDE



A GLOBAL COMPANY

MANUFACTURING  FACILITIES

 USA [Tulsa] 

 Germany [Witten]

 Mexico [Monterrey]

 Brazil [Rio de Janeiro]

 Argentina [Buenos Aires]

 Egypt [Suez]

 India [Chennai]

 China [Changzhou]

 Russia [Moscow]

 United Kingdom [Lancing]

Manufacturing facility 
& Service center

Service center



MARKETS WE SERVE
Our commitment to create innovations 
that offer reliable solutions to our 
customers allow us to provide a 
complete range of pump systems to 
support core markets as:



OUR PUMP LINES
Ruhrpumpen offers a broad range of highly engineered 
and standard pumping products that meet and exceed 
the requirements of the most demanding quality 
specifications and industry standards. 

Our pumps can handle head requirements as high as 13,000 ft
(4,000 m) and capacities up to 300,000 gpm (68,000 m3/hr). 
Moreover, our pump designs cover temperatures from cryogenic 
temperatures of -310 °F (-196 °C) up to 752 °F (400 °C).

Products include:
 Single Stage Overhung Pumps

 Between Bearings Pumps

 Horizontal Multi-Stage Pumps

 Vertical Multi-Stage Pumps

 Vertical Mixed Flow & Axial Flow Pumps

 Positive Displacement Pumps

 Full Range of Industrial Pumps

 Submersible Pumps

 Magnetic Drive Pumps

 Decoking Systems

 Packaged Systems

 Fire Systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overhung – Foot mounted or Centreline, ANSI, ISO, General Purpose or API610Between Bearings – Axially Split, Radially Split, API compliantMulti-stage – Axially Split Case & Radially Split Double Case (Barrel)Vertical - Single stage, Multi-stage, API & General Purpose, Double Case or Single CaseSubmersible pumpsPositive DisplacementMag DrivePackaged SystemsFire SystemsI have added a few slides right at the end of the presentation as an appendix, showing the full range of our products. Scroll. But I don’t plan to spend any time on them in this Presentation, you can take a look at your leisure when you get a copy of this SessionThat is the end of the commercial, now back to the subject matter!
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OVERHUNG PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN STANDARD

Sealless Magnetic 
Drive Pumps

CRP-M / CRP-M-CC ISO 2858 & 15783 
HI design (OH11)

SCE-M API 685

Foot Mounted 
OH1 and General 

End Suction
Pumps

IPP HI design (OH1)

CPP / CPP-L HI design (OH1)
ANSI B73.1

CPO / CPO-L HI design (OH1)
ANSI B73.1

CRP HI design (OH1)
ISO 2858 & 5199

GSD HI design (OH0)

SHD / ESK / SK / SKO 
SKV / ST / STV HI design (OH1)

SWP HI design (OH3A)

Centerline 
Mounted SCE API 610 (OH2)

Vertical In-Line 
Pumps

SPI API 610 (OH3)

IVP / IVP-CC HI design (OH4 / OH5)

IIL HI design (OH5) 
Dimensionally compliant with ANSI B73.2

SPN API 610 (OH5)
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BETWEEN BEARING PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

1 and 2 stage

Axially split

HSC / HSD / HSL
HSR / ZW HI design (BB1)

HSM HI design (BB3)

ZM / ZMS
ZLM / ZME API design (BB1)

Radially split
HVN / J API design (BB2)

RON / RON-D API design (BB2)

Multi-stage

Axially split
SM / SM-I API design (BB3)

JTN API design (BB3)

Radially split 
single casing GP API design (BB4)

Radially split
double casing A LINE API design (BB5)
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VERTICAL PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

Single
casing

Diffuser

VTP HI & API 610 (VS1)

VCT HI & API 610 (VS1)

HQ HI & API 610 (VS1)

VLT HI & API 610 (VS1)

Volute DSV / DX HI & API 610 (VS2)

Discharge through
column – Axial flow VAF HI & API 610 (VS3)

Separate discharge line VSP / VSP-Chem HI & API 610 (VS4)

Double
casing

Diffuser VLT / VMT HI & API 610 (VS6)

Volute DSV / DX HI & API 610 (VS7)

Submersible pumps
SMF HI design (OH8A)

VLT-Sub / VTP-Sub HI design (VS0)
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SPECIAL SERVICE PUMPS
CATEGORY RP MODEL DESIGN 

STANDARD

Pitot tube pumps COMBITUBE HI design

Reciprocating pumps RDP API 674
ISO 13710

Vertical turbine 
generator VTG HI design (VS6)

Barge LS BARGE HI design

Floating dock pumps
ZVZ HI design

LVZ HI design

Cryogenic pumps

SVNV -

VTG Cryogenic -

VLT Cryogenic
VLTV -

Pre-packaged fire
pump systems

Fire systems incorporate pumps, 
drivers, control systems and 
pipework in a single container. 
They can be skid mounted, with
or without enclosure and 
supplied with electric motor or
diesel engine.

NFPA-20-850
UL and FM approved
components
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